USOC Votes To Boycott Olympics

By Mike Ratzen

The US Olympic Committee will not send a team to Moscow because of the actions of the Soviet regime. The committee said the policy is a "mandatory" one in a press statement.

The USOC president, Dr. Robert C. Rearden, said, "We feel that the actions of the Soviet regime are contrary to our national interests."

With the United States and the Soviet Union planning to send a team to the Olympics, it appeared there was a chance there would be another world-class meeting of the teams.

"We felt that the actions of the Soviet regime are contrary to our national interests," said Rearden.

The USOC president, Dr. Robert C. Rearden, said the policy is a "mandatory" one in a press statement.
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"We felt that the actions of the Soviet regime are contrary to our national interests," said Rearden.
USOC To Honor Boycott

Friendly Visit

U.S. Sen. David Duren, D-Okl., leaves his home in Norman, Oklahoma, Friday night to attend the United States Olympic Committee's annual dinner in Boston. Duren is a member of the USOC governing board.

Boren To Present Tax Bill

Carter Names Date

In a recent speech, President Carter announced that he would present the tax bill to Congress on June 1st. The bill, which includes provisions for a $20 billion increase in federal spending, is expected to be met with considerable opposition from both Republicans and Democrats.

Liberia Toppled

The coup in Liberia has led to a complete overthrow of the government. The new regime is expected to implement significant changes in the country's economic and political systems. The coup has been met with international condemnation and calls for a return to democratic governance.
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Troopers Watch Blacks March

RICHMOND, Va. — About 400 troopers, along with police officers and public officials, march silently through the streets of Richmond Wednesday to honor the slain civil rights movement leader. The event is part of a national day of remembrance called "Black Lives Matter Day." The march was organized by the Richmond Police Department and the Richmond Black Lives Matter chapter. It starts at 11 a.m. at the State Capitol and winds its way through the downtown area. The marchers are expected to reach the finish line at the Richmond Public Library by 1 p.m.

He's Bee- Littleted

Most Wanted

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Justice Department has filed an amended complaint in a case involving a missing elderly man who was last seen in the District of Columbia. The complaint, filed in federal court in Washington, D.C., seeks to identify and locate missing person John Doe, 78, who was last seen on March 10 in the 100 block of 16th Street NW. The Justice Department said it believes Doe may be in danger and could be a victim of abuse.

Carter Captures 34 S.C. Delegates

By United Press International

President Jimmy Carter, who is a fast-rising star in the Democratic Party, captured 34 delegates for South Carolina at the 1976 Democratic convention in Washington. The action gives Carter a substantial lead in the delegate count and increases his chances of securing the nomination. The South Carolina delegation, which consists of 34 members, is the largest in the nation.

Cooling Trend Here

By United Press International

A cooling trend is expected to continue through the week, according to the National Weather Service. The service said temperatures are expected to drop in the central and southeastern parts of the country, with some areas seeing temperatures as low as 60 degrees Fahrenheit. The cooling trend is expected to last through the weekend.

Kiwanians Plan Meet

NEW ORLEANS — The Kiwanis Club of New Orleans is planning a meeting to discuss the club's future. The meeting is scheduled for Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the New Orleans Athletic Club. The club has been in existence since 1919 and has a long history of community service.
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Stocks Notch Modest Gain

By David Glenn

The Dow Jones Industrial Average clung to a slight gain in midday trading, rising 1.08 points to 34,546.25, after clocking a high of 34,552.25. The Nasdaq Composite Index was flat, at 11,750.00, after hitting a peak of 11,752.00. The S&P 500 advanced 0.50 points to 4,411.25, reaching a fresh record high. The gains were attributed to better-than-expected earnings reports and optimism about the economic reopening.

Energy

To produce it we must reach out...dig down...and do it NOW.

There are many things that we are doing to help produce energy. We are increasing the use of solar and wind power, which are more sustainable and cleaner than traditional energy sources. We are also investing in research and development to improve energy efficiency and reduce carbon emissions. In addition, we are working on new technologies, such as hydrogen fuel cells, that could revolutionize the energy sector. This energy independence, wide financial and technological growth provides a unique opportunity for everyone involved in the energy sector.

J. W. Wells & Sons

DOING MORE FOR YOU WITH ENERGY

Gas Dealer Ranks Thinning

By David Glenn

A gas dealer has been found guilty of price fixing and an attempt to violate a gas dealer's agreement. The dealer, who has been in business for over 30 years, was sentenced to one year in prison and ordered to pay a $50,000 fine. The sentence was the result of an investigation by the Federal Trade Commission, which found evidence of price fixing in the gas industry.

Business News In Brief

OMA Officers Elected

The Oklahoma Mining Association (OMA) announced the election of its new officers. The new president is Bill Johnson, who has served on the board for five years. The incoming president pro tempore is Mike Williams, a member of the association's executive committee. Other new officers include vice president John Smith, secretary treasurer Randy Brown, and director of business management John Doe.

Mortgage Firm Makes Changes

A local mortgage firm has announced changes to its leadership structure. The new CEO is Jane Smith, who has been with the company for 10 years. The new CFO is John Doe, who has been with the company for 20 years. The new COO is Jane Smith, who has been with the company for 15 years.

Student To Test Driving Skills

An Oklahoma State University student has been selected to participate in the university's first-ever test driving program. The student will be responsible for testing new vehicles and providing feedback to the university's engineering department.

Nomads To Meet Tuesday

The NOMADS, Oklahoma City Chapter of NOMADS, an organization of nomads and nomadic people, will meet Tuesday, April 13, at 7 p.m. at the NOMADS headquarters. The meeting will feature a presentation by a local nomad on their experiences and insights. Everyone is welcome to attend.

City Farm Plans Seminar

The University of Oklahoma is hosting a seminar on city farm planning. The seminar will be held on April 14, 2023, at 10 a.m. at the OU College of Environmental Sciences. The seminar will feature presentations by experts in the field, including discussing the benefits and challenges of city farming.

Ground Schools For Pilots Set

The Civil Air Patrol will conduct a ground school for pilots at the Oklahoma City Metropolitan Airport on April 15, 2023, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The school will cover topics such as aeronautical knowledge, flight planning, and weather. The school is open to all pilots, regardless of experience.

Credit Union Buys To-Go Snack Company

A credit union has announced plans to acquire a To-Go Snack Company. The acquisition will allow the credit union to expand its product offerings and meet the needs of its members. The acquisition is expected to be completed in the next few months.

Cheyenne Petroleum Promotes 3

Three employees have been promoted at Cheyenne Petroleum. The employees were recognized for their hard work and contributions to the company. The promotions are effective immediately.

Harper Food Center Planned For MWC

Midwest City, Okla. - Harper Food Center, a new food market, will open in the fall of 2023. The center will be located in the former Harper Food Market building and will feature fresh produce, meats, and baked goods. The center will be open Monday through Saturday, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Polio: The Forgotten Killer

By Patricia McCormick

The lingering effects of polio are still being felt in many parts of the world today. People with polio often suffer from weakness, muscle atrophy, and joint problems. The disease was once a major public health concern, but with the development of vaccines, it has largely been eradicated in most parts of the world. However, many people are still affected by the disease, and the memory of those who suffered from it still lingers.

Parents Of Karen Quinlan Finally Find Their Peace

LANOCH, N.J. (AP) — Five years after Karen Quinlan was killed by her husband in a hit-and-run crash, her parents are finally at peace. They have been waiting for this moment for a long time. Karen was killed in 1982 when a drunk driver crashed into her car. Her parents have been fighting for justice ever since.
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Wedding Vows Repeated By Area Pairs

JERSEY CITY, N.J. — The wedding vows of Karen Quinlan and her husband were repeated by area pairs in a touching ceremony. The wedding took place in 1979, and the couple was killed in a car crash later that year. The ceremony was held to honor their memory.

Spring, Summer Nuptials Set By Couples

ELIZABETH, N.J. — Couples in the area are setting their sights on spring and summer nuptials. Many couples are choosing to tie the knot in the warmer months, when the weather is nice and the flowers are in bloom. The spring and summer season is a popular time for weddings.
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MIDWEST CITY COMMUNITY CENTER
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For the month of June, the Midwest City Community Center will host a variety of arts and crafts events. The center offers a range of activities, including painting, pottery, and jewelry making.
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First-quality spring fabrics in the newest florals, prints and plains, at a savings of 15% to 21%

superb spring selection of name brand fabrics at terrific low prices... Sale-priced even lower!

TG&Y FABRIC SHOPS

Fabric available in fabric shops only

1.97 save 21%

Crown Woven Pads & Plates Quality fabrics by Dan River, Huesmack and others designed, perfect for baths and dressing, 100% polyester, 100% nylon, washable, dryable. On full bolts, 44" wide. Reg. 2.49 yd.

1.67 save 15%

Polyester Doubleskin: The fabric here is reversible, dull pattern, perfect for drapes, and shirts for men, washable, dryable, 100% polyester. On full bolts, 44" wide. Reg. 2.49 yd.

1.97 save 21%

Debuts Heirloom Blanket: 100% cotton, made to order, can be made to match. 40" x 60". On full bolts, 44" wide Reg. 2.49 yd.
Hartz®
best selling
aquarium kit
with full hood reflector...

Economical, new compact
steam/dry
iron & hand
steamer....

Save on the name brands
you know you can trust!!

19.88

9.99

Your best buy is at TG&Y!
Titan Rebuilding Job Pleasant Surprise

Poaching Has Always Been Popular Hobby

Brewers Rout Red Sox, 18-1

Manley Ready For Big Year

Clyde Horn's Outdoors News

Bucks Have Sonics Worried

Beautiful Weddings don't just happen.

Golf Halted By Big Rain

Horse Race Results

OAKLAWN

John Jacobs Track Results

John's Place

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — The second-round match at the U.S. Open started with a bang Thursday when No. 13-seeded John Jacobs of the United States defeated 16th-seeded Yuki Ueno of Japan, 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, in two hours and 59 minutes.

Conners, McEwen In Final

After losing to Ueno in the first round, Jacobs had to come back from a set down to defeat fifth-seeded Guy Wynn of Great Britain, 6-3, 3-6, 6-4, 6-2, in the quarterfinals. He then defeated No. 16-seeded Mark Tait of Australia, 6-4, 6-1, 6-3, in the semifinals.

Walker & Tait Win Title

Walker, a former Wimbledon champion, and Tait, a former Olympic gold medalist, were paired against each other in the final.

Walker, 3-Under Leads LPGA

In women's action, Walker leads the LPGA by one stroke after two rounds at the U.S. Open in suburban Chicago. Walker shot a 68 on Thursday and 67 on Friday, while Tait shot a 70 on Thursday and 69 on Friday.

Parsuns Races For Repeat Win

The Parsuns, led by former U.S. Open champion Bob Lighthall, have a one-shot lead after two rounds of the U.S. Open at Oakmont Country Club in Pittsburgh. Lighthall shot a 67 on Thursday and 68 on Friday, while Walker shot a 69 on Thursday and 67 on Friday.

Sanchez Declares Contender

Sanchez, a former U.S. Open champion, has declared himself a contender for the U.S. Open title. He shot a 68 on Thursday and 69 on Friday, while Walker shot a 67 on Thursday and 69 on Friday.
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Citizen Politician

"Citizen Politician," a nickname often given to Ronald Reagan, refers to his approach to politics. Unlike many politicians, Reagan often spoke directly to the people, avoiding the use of technical jargon. This helped him connect with the public, especially during his time as governor of California.

Ex-Booster

Ronald Reagan's political career began when he was elected as governor of California in 1967. He served two terms in this position and was known for his conservative policies and his ability to connect with voters.

Seven Dead

In 1976, one of Reagan's key campaigns was in California, where he ran for governor. One of the most significant events during his campaign was the Zapatista uprising in Chiapas, Mexico. This uprising led to a wave of violence and chaos in the region, which had a significant impact on the election.

Champion Speechmaker

Reagan was a master at crafting speeches, and his ability to connect with people made him a popular candidate. His campaign speeches often included stories of everyday people and their struggles, which helped him appeal to a wide range of voters.

Amazon Site For Tough Jungle Training

Reagan's administration made significant changes to the Amazon site, including the establishment of a tough jungle training program. This was part of a larger effort to improve the country's military readiness and preparedness.

Nuns Confront Coal Company

In the 1980s, a group of nuns confronted a coal company over environmental concerns. The nuns were part of a larger movement that sought to bring attention to the issue of pollution and its impact on local communities.

Political Hospitarians

Reagan's administration was known for its support of hospitarians, who provided care to the sick and dying. This was a significant part of the administration's approach to health care.

Sabotage Caused Blackout?

There is a great deal of speculation that saboteurs were involved in the power blackouts that occurred in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Some experts believe that these blackouts were caused by purposeful actions to disrupt the energy grid.

You're invited to an open house

April 16, 17
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Be our guest at the new GM Assembly Division Oklahoma City plant.

How to get there:

It's brand new and you will see those gleaming GM Chevrolets, Gilmores and Pontiac Phoenix automobiles being assembled. Bring the whole family. There will be signs and refreshments for all.

Follow signs to parking areas. Shuttle bus service to plant.

Please — No Cameras
Tornadoes, Snows Strike

By Richard From International

Washington (AP) - A tornado has been reported in the state of Iowa, causing damage and injuries. The tornado struck near the town of Winterset, causing power outages and severe damage to buildings. Emergency services are currently responding to the area, and residents are advised to stay indoors until the all clear is given.

Airlift Preparations Made

Another Burning

Commemoration Building in Boston, next to Faneuil Hall, was destroyed by fire. The cause of the fire is under investigation.

American Ships Ready For Possible Action

WASHINGTON (AP) - America has 95 ships in the Atlantic Ocean, ready to be deployed if necessary. These ships are part of the Atlantic Fleet, which is considered to be the most powerful in the world. The U.S. Navy is prepared for any potential conflict in the Atlantic region.

Kennedy Chipping Away At Carter's Lead

WASHINGTON (AP) - In a surprise move, President Kennedy has announced that he will be stepping down from his position. This decision was made after Kennedy's poll numbers fell below 50% in a recent survey. It is not yet clear who will replace him, but the move has sparked a lot of speculation.

U.N. Repells Lebanese

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - The United Nations has been successful in repelling a Lebanese attack near the Israeli border. The U.N. forces were able to hold off the attack and maintain their position.

Forgotten Baby Found

A baby girl was found abandoned in a park in New York City. The baby was taken to the hospital, where she is currently being treated.

Big Bird On Ice

Big Bird and Little Bird perform in the new film "Ice Age: The Meltdown." The film is set in the distant past and features a group of animals who must navigate the changing seasons.

Oscars Ready

AMERICAN BROADCASTING SCHOOL CLASSES BEGIN APRIL
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"How did you die, Joseph? Did you die in this house? Why do you remain?"

Through all the laughing Williams is a perfectionist

By Gene Thomas

Williams heads the most popular dramatic company in Hollywood and has been working in the theatre for over 20 years. He is the director of "Changeling," which has been playing at the RKO Roxy Theatre for the past month. The play is a comedy and it is being produced by Samuel Goldwyn. The cast includes Arthur Lake, Lou Breslow, and Mildred Natwick.

``It was too late for me to go home, so I decided to spend the night in the theatre. I was not planning to stay the entire night, but I found myself staying longer than I had anticipated."

``I was not sure if I should leave or stay. I was torn between my duty as an actor and my desire to continue working on the play."

``I finally decided to stay because I was interested in the play and I wanted to see how it would develop."

``I think the play is a success and I am proud to be a part of it."

``I am looking forward to the next performance and I hope to continue working with this talented cast."
Oscars Still Reign Over Award Shows

Best Movie

Hollywood's most prestigious and rev¬
erandomly, is the "Academy Award for Cinematography." The award is presented in recognition of "outstanding camerawork." The recipient is selected by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The Academy is comprised of over 2,000 members who are professionals in the film industry. The Academy Awards are often referred to as the "Oscars," after the statue that is given to the winners.

Kerry won job over 144 aspirants

Continued from previous page

Kerry won job over 144 aspirants

Do-it-yourself Flooring Clinic

Shows you how to install your own Congoleum floor to save real money.

- Unmatched selection of patterns and colors to choose from
- Durable no-wax surface keeps floors looking cleaner... longer
- Wide, wide widths for easy handling and seamless installation is most models
- Comes to your house. You can Flooring Clinic and learn everything you need to know to install your own Congoleum no-wax
- All for a pro... to save important money

Time: 11 AM and 2 PM
Date: Saturday, April 19

Special Price On
No-Wax Tile! Start as Low As

Carpet Corral
1635 S. Midwest Blvd.
Wichita City
Phone 445-7222
Most shows rolling on despite new faces

By Gary Deeb

Some of television's most popular programs have gone through major changes, a scene for the announcer and a name for the show. But the show goes on. Many fans can hardly wait to see how it turns out. One show that has been quite successful in its new format is "The King of Queens," which has been on the air for several years.


By Jim Brown

In 1970, "The Odd Couple" was the hit of the television season. The show starred Walter Matthau and Jack Klugman as roommates who couldn't stand each other but were forced to live together. The show was a hit and ran for six seasons.

All Major Brands
Solid Vinyl House Siding & US Steel

Permanent Beauty For Your Home
WORKMANSHIP MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

If you've had high estimates in the past...check with us. We don't give phony discounts!
CALL US BEFORE YOU PAINT OR BUY ANY OTHER SIDING IN TOWN!

Absolutely No Obligation For Free Estimate
Call
843-9669
Today!!

NO GIMMICKS
The best gift is a way of doing things that is unselfishness and giving you a no obligation estimate. Our siding experts have been in the business for years and are not interested in "gimicks." We believe in doing things right the first time and not trying to cut corners.

Little Mac Fast Cooker

Absolutely No Obligation
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Address:
City:

Directions and Remarks:

OCC Area Call MIDWESTERN Out of Town Fax Free
843-9669
Construction & Supply 1-800-355-9669
7300 N. Clason Blvd. # Odla, Okla. 73116
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Now you can get the best-selling, long-lasting satisfaction of 120mm More—and save $1.20 while you're at it. Just take this coupon to your nearest store, and redeem it on a carton of More. That's all there is to getting More's satisfaction—and these savings.

More. For that extra measure of satisfaction.
The Private Life of Sally Field, Mother and Movie Star

On Monday night's Academy Awards, all eyes will be on Sally Field, who, in Norma Rae, proved she could tackle — brilliantly — a tough role. But for this working mom, career takes a back seat to her personal life with her kids and Burt Reynolds.

By Fred Robbins

On Monday night, more than 700,000 viewers are expected to tune in to the 30th annual presentation of the Academy Awards to see not only the stars of some category winning, but also thedates of the winners. Women in some categories this year are anyone's guess, but the Spielberg/Robinson picture has been sitting with the envelope opened for years.

The stars of the film, as the usual actors, will speak: "You can't help but love her," said one. "She's such a sweetie."

"What's next?" asked another. "A new movie or a new baby?"

"She's probably going to have another baby," said a third. "She's always been a mom first." 

Sally Field, the star of "Norma Rae," is a mom first. She's married to actor Burt Reynolds, and they have a daughter, Carrie, who is five years old.

When Sally Field is asked about her role in the film, she says, "I just wanted to do something different. I've been doing so many dramatic roles, and I wanted to do something light."

But when she was asked about her children, she said, "I just love being a mom. It's the most important thing in my life."

Sally Field has always been a mom first. She's been married to Burt Reynolds since 1975, and they have a daughter, Carrie. She's also been a mom for many years, and she says that being a mom is the most important thing in her life.

Sally Field is a mom first and foremost. She's been married to Burt Reynolds since 1975, and they have a daughter, Carrie. She's also been a mom for many years, and she says that being a mom is the most important thing in her life.

Sally Field is a mom first and foremost. She's been married to Burt Reynolds since 1975, and they have a daughter, Carrie. She's also been a mom for many years, and she says that being a mom is the most important thing in her life.
THE PILL TO END ALL DIET PILLS!

Doctor's agree: it's the best diet pill formula ever!

With the New Dyna-Slim Fat Liquidation plan featuring a remarkable One-A-Day Tablet—years of accumulated fat are quickly washed away.

Start a new diet plan today—and see a remarkable change in your figure. Dyna-Slim puts a new twist to weight loss. Dyna-Slim is a fat liquidation formula which speeds up the elimination of fat and quickens the pace of weight loss. Dyna-Slim is a safe, simple, effective way to lose weight quickly and permanently.

Dyna-Slim is a one-a-day tablet containing the most powerful slimming formula ever developed! Dyna-Slim contains unique ingredients which work together to drive away surplus fat and surplus pounds and to help you maintain a normal weight...

Don't wait—start a new lifestyle today. Dyna-Slim is the answer to your weight problems.
Here comes an offer as fresh as Belair's flavor.

Try pack and get cash savings of up to 30% on Belair's Beach House Collection.

The double-sized offer lets you to order get your free Beach House Collection. At cash savings of up to 30%, Belair's Beach House Collection is not to be missed. Each roll is $19.99, (it was $26.99), and The Beach House Collector's special value of $150.00 (reduced to $100.00) for one roll of Belair.

If you like the things you see here, you're going to love the entire Beach House Collection. See all of the Belair Beach House Collection Call toll free 1-800-600-5555

The Beach House Collection isn't the only place Belair shows its good taste. Great way to "make your own" with our other 500 Belair and just the right "Sugar" touch of sweetness. So enjoy our Belair. ENJOY THE TASTE THAT MADE BELAIR AMERICA'S #1 SUGAR, TOO.
Thrives Where Seed and Sod Fail!
ZOYSIA GROWS DENSE
GREEN PERFECT LAWNS
IN MOST ANY SOIL & CLIMATE

SPECIAL
SALE
$2.88

FREE! Bonus Plugs With Every Order!

1. Perfectly adapted by the U.S. Government
2. Managed by the U.S. Golf Association
3. "Wheat" that stays green all winter long
4. "Best" heat wise...when other grasses burn
5. "Cushion" great
6. "Natural" in "natural" areas
7. "Stops the weeds"...no more chemical "killing"...ever!
8. "Easy to establish"...no more "nursing" for you!
9. "Needs less mowing, less watering than ordinary grass!
10. "Easy to establish"...no more "nursing" for you!

The MICHIGAN ZOYSIA ASSOCIATION

SANDWICHES
Sandwiches are really breads with meat. Many think of all the different kinds of sandwiches that you have eaten and enjoyed. Sandwiches please just about everybody and are one of the most versatile of all foods.
Breadwinners!
Good-Idea
Sandwiches
From the Past

The world, Frank's Wagner re-
members the 1920s, and serves
them at the Family Weekly
Cookbook.
FAMILY WEEKLY COOKBOOK (continued)

THE SEBASTIAN
12 slices white rye bread
Butter or margarine
1/4 cup mayonnaise
1/4 cup chopped celery
2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons dry mustard
3 large whole tomatoes, seeded and thinly sliced
1/2 large onion, sliced
2 hard boiled eggs, sliced
3 tablespoons chopped parsley
6 slices American or cheddar cheese
4 slices of ham
1. Butter both sides of bread.
2. Spread mayonnaise on one side and salt on the other.
3. Place onion on one side of bread.
4. Sprinkle with mustard and celery.
5. Add tomato slices, then hard boiled eggs.
6. Top with cheddar cheese slice and ham.
7. Place a slice of bread on top and serve.

CANADIAN MUSHROOM
6 slices rye bread
Mushrooms, sliced
Butter or margarine
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1. Preheat oven to 350°F.
2. Butter each slice of bread.
3. Top each slice with a layer of sliced mushrooms.
4. Sprinkle with salt and pepper.
5. Bake for 10-15 minutes or until lightly browned.

GUACAMOLE OPEN CLUB
4 slices white bread
2 ripe avocados
2 tomatoes
2 hard boiled eggs
1/4 cup onion
2 tablespoons lime juice
1. Cut avocados into small pieces.
2. Mash avocados with a fork until smooth.
3. Add tomatoes, eggs, onion, and lime juice.
4. Spread mixture on bread.
5. Serve open-faced.

THE MIKADO
1/2 cup cooked rice
1/2 cup cooked beans
1/2 cup cooked vegetables
2 slices bacon
1/2 cup chopped onions
2 cloves garlic
1/2 cup chopped parsley
2 tablespoons olive oil
1. Cook rice, beans, and vegetables according to package instructions.
2. Cook bacon in a separate pan until crispy.
3. Add chopped onions, garlic, and parsley to bacon.
4. Stir in cooked rice and vegetables.
5. Serve warm.

HERE'S $50 TO SPEND AT THE SINGER STORE.

THIS IS NOT PLAY MONEY.

In these inflationary times, earning $50 may be easy. But saving $50 isn't.
So Singer is pleased to give you a $50 bill (above) that you can use toward the purchase of one of our finest electric or mechanical sewing machines models that seldom go on sale.
And then you can spend it on all kinds of other things.

So cut out our $50 bill with the sewing machines on the face of it and take it to the Singer Store or a participating Singer Dealer. You'll find it worth every bit as much as a U.S. $50 bill with President Grant's face on the face of it. U.S. Series 1923.

THE SINGER STORE
WHERE SAVING IS ALWAYS IN STYLE.

CHECK THE WHITE PAGE FOR THE STORE NEAREST YOU.
Breadwinner Contest Recipe Inspirations

A collection of recipes to spark your own creativity for the 1986 BREADWINNERS contest. Each has its own contest category to make your brainstorming easier. Remember? The Breadwinners contest categories are:

- **BREAKFAST SPECIALS**
- **NOTABLE TOTABLES**
- **HOT IDEAS**
- **PARTY-GOERS**

Now Family Weekly readers get going with their very fine ideas.

---

**OLD CHINATOWN PORK BURGER**
1 lb. pork sausage
1 cup chopped sweet banana bread
1 cup finely chopped green onions
1 can (15 oz.) water chestnuts, drained and chopped
1 tablespoon dry sherry
1 teaspoon dry mustard
1 small clove garlic, crushed
1 teaspoon ground ginger
6 large seeded sausages

**FAMILY WEEKLY COOKBOOK**

**THE GARDEN**
2 cups (8 oz.) sliced brown chopped spinach, thawed to
1 cup sliced green onions
1 teaspoon minced garlic

**PAMPOLONA POCKETS**

**TROPICANA BREAKFAST**
1 medium banana, sliced
1 cup drained mandarin orange segments
1 cup (15 oz.) cream cheese, softened with 1 tablespoon sugar
2 tablespoons milk, water or as desired
4 slices bacon, crisp-cooked and crumbled
1. Combine first 10 ingredients; mix well. For ease of handling, chill several hours. Serve chilled.
2. Divide into 6 portions and grill until done.

**PAN FRIED FILET OF BEEF SANDWICH**
6 slices whole wheat sandwich bread, toasted
1 cup shredded cheese
1 tablespoon mayonnaise
1/3 cup hot or mild chili sauce
1/2 cup chopped onions
1/4 cup chili sauce

**HERBING AND APPLE SANDWICHES**
4 slices whole wheat bread crusts
6 slices cheese
3 slices bacon

**PITA SANDWICH WITH VEGETABLE SOUP**

**Free Recipe Cards Offer**
Send 10¢ for postage and handling with your name and address to: Argos and Kingfisher's Recipe Book, P.O. Box 307 VE, Coventry, CT 06238. You may also order by phone at 1-800-225-5360.

---
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This time, Evelyn did something fantastic for her fruit pie:

Evelyn had an empty pie crust. The apples fell flat, but no more flour.

Fortunately, she remembered the box of Argo Corn Starch she always keeps on the shelf. Because that’s how Evelyn turned out her finest fruit filling ever!

It had no flour taste. Nothing to keep the true flavor of the apples from shining through.

We think you’ll like Evelyn’s new apple pie filling. And we also think you’ll like the difference Argo and Kingfisher’s make in cakes, puddings, puddings... That’s why we’ve put together this long-disked-up recipe.

**Argo Corn Starches’ Corn Starches**

---

**Evelyn’s Apple Pie Filling**
1 cup sugar
1 tablespoon cinnamon
1 1/2 cups milk
1 1/2 teaspoons butter or margarine
1 1/2 cups flour

Mix first 3 ingredients. Fold in apples and lemon juice. Place in pie pan. Cover with crust. Seal and flute edge; cut slits in top. Bake at 425°F 50 minutes or until firm.

---

**Free Recipe Cards Offer**
Send 10¢ for postage and handling with your name and address to: Argos and Kingfisher’s Recipe Book, P.O. Box 307 VE, Coventry, CT 06238.
COLD CASH FROM FRIGIDAIRE.

Frigidaire is offering up to 650 rebates on selected appliances. Buy a Frigidaire refrigerator, washer or range and get money back. Direct from Frigidaire. But better hurry! Our appliances last a long time but our rebates won't.

5 THE FRIGIDAIRE REBATE.
Code ends April 20th.

A LIMITED EDITION offering of great Importance to Collectors
The "GOLDEN-QUAD"
JOHN F. KENNEDY 20-YEAR
Commemorative Collection

All elements of this Commemorative have been MINT-STRIKED and ELECTROPLATED with GENUINE 24-KARAT GOLD!

OFFICIAL ENTRY BUREAU
UNIONMINT, Inc.
11 East Main St.
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068

Name: ____________________________
City: ____________________________
State: ____________________________
Zip: __________________________
Phone: __________________________

Name of Your Entry:
Category:

Composition: 14.3333% Pure Silver, 85.6667% Pure Copper, and 0.0% Pure Gold.

Signature:

1-800-838-8800

2154 2013 13 13 APR
Miracle Drugs: Not Always Magic

By Sarah Haverty

Some say we have finally found the cure for cancer. But in 1900, when cancer was considered a death sentence, doctors were still experimenting with leeches, bloodletting, and other strange remedies. Today, cancer is still a major killer, but the drugs we use to treat it are marvels of modern medicine.

But even the most effective drugs can bring side effects. A powerful drug called tamoxifen, used to treat breast cancer, can cause hot flashes and nausea. The drug can also increase the risk of blood clots and stroke. Other drugs can cause hair loss, fatigue, and other unpleasant side effects.

But the benefits often outweigh the risks. For people with cancer, finding a cure is worth the sacrifice.

Side effects can cause reactions worse than the disease itself. But with the help of modern medicine, people with cancer can now live longer and have a better quality of life.

Also, new drugs are being developed all the time. They promise to be even more effective than those currently available.

One surefire way to ensure that the drug industry is always working to improve their products is by supporting research. By spreading awareness and supporting organizations like the National Cancer Institute, we can help find a cure for cancer.

In conclusion, while cancer is still a serious illness, with modern medicine, it is possible to live longer and have a better quality of life.
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I don't know how we could have gotten by without it...

Cancer claimants—the people who know cancer insurance best—recommend cancer insurance.

"I think it's very, very important for people to have cancer insurance..."

Opinion Research Corporation of Princeton, N.J. recently completed a national independent survey and found that 95 percent of cancer claimants surveyed would recommend cancer insurance to their friends and relatives, if they had had the cancer benefits during a two-year period.

1. Supplemental cancer insurance is good to have because other health insurance, including major medical plans, does not cover the total cost of cancer.

Strongly Agree 74% 39%
Tend to Agree 21% 20%
Tend to Disagree 3% 5%
Strongly Disagree 4% 2%
No Opinion 1%

2. Having cancer insurance means the medical bills can be paid without causing financial disaster.

Strongly Agree 69% 40%
Tend to Agree 21% 19%
Tend to Disagree 3% 11%
Strongly Disagree 3% 20%
No Opinion 5%

3. Did you understand that your cancer insurance policy did not provide complete coverage of all costs relating to cancer, but was supplemental for policy benefits intended to pay in addition to other insurance coverage?

Yes, Understood 78% 41%
No, Didn't Know 14% 13%
Don't Know / Not Sure 8% 22%

4. How fairly do you believe American Family Life was paying the claims on your policy?

Very Fair 72% 39%
Fairly Fair 19% 15%
With Some Deterioration 5% 8%
Considerably Deterioration 3% 3%
No Opinion 3%

5. How do you believe American Family Life was in the payment of your cancer claim?

Very Fair 72% 39%
Fairly Fair 19% 15%
With Some Deterioration 5% 8%
Considerably Deterioration 3% 3%
No Opinion 3%

6. Would you recommend the purchase of cancer insurance to other people?

Yes 95% 41%
No 4% 13%
Don't Know / Not Sure 2% 13%

7. Do you have any other health insurance, including major medical coverage?

Yes 86% 41%
No 9% 13%
Don't Know 1%

8. When the policy was originally purchased, were tear or scarring tests used in the sale of the policy, or not?

No 93% 41%
Yes 6% 13%
Don't Know 1%

The dollars received by a claimant are often less important than the other considerations did the insurance company as pay as by the as the time of the purchase. Was the claim processed, and payment made promptly? Was the relationship of your claimants would recommend cancer insurance to friends and relatives, this indicates an extremely high degree of satisfaction. Furthermore, the results of the survey confirm American Family Life's reputation for service and sales ethics.

If you are considering supplementing your health insurance program with cancer insurance, the results of this survey of American Family claimants will help you to reach a sound decision based upon your needs and circumstances.

For additional information on CancerCare insurance, consult one of our associates in your area or write to:

M.M. Kaye: Capturing The Intrigue of India

As children group together around the piano, Kaye and her sister Elyse have a story to tell: The story of how they got to England. Today once again, the two sisters sit together in a London bookstore.

By Burt Kyne

I t seems almost too good to be true. Kaye has managed to fulfill her dream of living in England. "I call it the three香水 stories," she says. Kaye was born in England in 1935, but her family moved to America when she was four. She first visited India in 1970, and she has returned several times since then.

Kaye found that the country was an ideal destination for her because it was not attached to the country. "I made the decision in 1970, and since then I have been back to India without losing her job," she says. "I have no idea how to go back."

As an army wife, Kaye traveled all over India, and she lived for a while on a hostel in Pushkar. But she refused to return to India when her husband was transferred to India. "I refused to go back without a second thought," she says. "I was so in love with India that I couldn't wait to get back to England until I knew that there were no problems there.

One reason that Kaye can speak so authoritatively and accurately about India is because she has visited the country. She has been back to India. "I was back again in 1984, and ever since then, I have been going back every year," she says. "I love the people, the culture, and the cuisine. It is a great place to live."
"WHAT'S THIS 10% SERVICE CHARGE FOR HOLDING THE LINE ON PRICES THIS WEEK?"

"IS 'HARRUMP' SPELLED WITH ONE R OR TWO?"

"NO MORE FOR GEORGE! ALCOHOL BRINGS OUT THE ROGUE IN HIM!"

"TODAY STARTS MY TWO WEEKS' VACATION! WHAT'S FOR DINNER?"

"YOU'VE BEEN ON THE PHONE FOR AN HOUR! YOU'RE LUCKY THERE'S ANY OF ME LEFT!"

"ONE MORE PICTURE, SAM!"

"HOW MANY HOME RUNS ARE YOU GOING TO HIT THIS YEAR, SAM?"

"YOU HIT 54 HOME RUNS LAST SEASON, DIDN'T YOU, SAM?"

"DID YOU EVER TRY FOR THE MAJOR LEAGUES, SAM?"

"BOY, SAM REALLY LOVES HOW THE PRESS PLAYS UP TO HIM WHEN BASEBALL SEASON STARTS!...
OKAY, YOU GUYS, THAT'S ENOUGH! HE HAS TO GET BACK TO WORK NOW!"

"I SAID YOU HAVE TO GET BACK TO WORK NOW!"

"JUNIOR WHIRL "

by Hal Kaufman

HOCUS - FOCUS

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR EYES? There are at least six different things in drawing below that you and before search. How quickly can you find them? Check answers with those below.

SPELLBINDER

SCORE: 6 points for each correct answer, 2 points for each correct answer. Fill in the blanks along the letters.